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CIVIL LAW SECTION
Preliminary Background Paper on the Canada Interest Act
Thomas G. W. Telfer, University of Western Ontario
Readers are cautioned that the ideas or conclusions set forth in this paper, including any proposed statutory language and any comments or recommendations, may
not have not been adopted by the Uniform Law Conference of Canada. They may not necessarily reflect the views of the Conference and its Delegates. Please consult
the Resolutions on this topic as adopted by the Conference at the Annual meeting.
Charlottetown, PEI, September 9-13, 2007
Introduction*
[1] All of the current provisions of the Canada Interest Act[1] can be traced back to the late nineteenth century. Although the Constitution Act granted Parliament exclusive
jurisdiction over the subject of “interest”[2] in 1867, the federal government moved very gradually towards enacting national legislation dealing with interest. The essential
elements found in today’s Interest Act were added piecemeal over a twenty year period between 1880 and 1900 and were never the subject of a comprehensive debate
which examined all facets of the legislation at one time.[3] Today the legislation has been described as “hopelessly dated”[4] and “functionally dead.”[5]
[2] Although the Act may no longer be serving its original nineteenth century purpose the legislation continues to remain an irritant for courts, lawyers, lenders and
borrowers who try and understand its effect, scope and modern day purpose. There are approximately 828 reported and unreported cases in the LexisNexis Quicklaw
database that have considered the Interest Act.[6] Approximately 75 per cent of those cases have been decided since the beginning of 1980. This preliminary background
paper examines the original purpose of the Interest Act and compares these original purposes with how the Act is being interpreted in light of the commercial reality of the
present day.
[3] The Interest Act deals with five main issues. First, the Act does not seek to govern fairness in lending by fixing or capping interest rates.[7] Rather, s. 2 provides
(subject to the Act and other Acts of Parliament) that “any person may stipulate for, allow and exact, on any contract or agreement whatever, any rate of interest or
discount that is agreed on.”[8] Second, s. 3 of the Interest Act establishes the default rate of 5 per cent, where interest is payable under an agreement or by law, and no rate
is fixed by the agreement or by law. Third, ss. 4 and 6 provide a disclosure regime for non-mortgage and mortgage transactions. Fourth, s. 8 prevents mortgage lenders
from increasing the rate of interest or charging fines or penalties after default. Finally, s. 10 provides individual mortgagors “with limited rights to pay their mortgage loans
after five years, irrespective of the mortgage term.”[9]
[4] Part I of this paper will provide an analysis of ss. 2 and 3. Part II of the paper will consider the provisions relating to mortgage transactions: ss. 6, 8 and 10. Part III
examines the disclosure regime for non-mortgage loans in s. 4.
Part I: Sections 2 and 3
1. Freedom of Contract and Section 2
[5] The Interest Act adopts a laissez-faire policy in relation to the rate of interest charged.[10] The policy underlying s. 2 can be traced back to nineteenth century concerns
about usury legislation.[11] Usury legislation, which had the effect of limiting the rate of interest, was in force in some provinces at the time of Confederation. When
Parliament enacted the original version of s. 2 in 1886 it did so with the goal of abrogating usury laws then in force in some of the provinces.[12]
[6] Much of the modern case law emphasizes that s. 2 represents freedom of contract.[13] Freedom of contract is not, however, absolute. A lender will be required to
comply with other relevant sections of the Interest Act. Non compliance with other parts of the Act will affect the interest rate charged. Thus the rate may be fixed by s. 4
at 5 per cent or the interest component may be eliminated altogether by s. 6. In addition, the lender must comply with other Acts of Parliament which affect interest rates.
To some extent Parliament’s original intention to abolish usury legislation has not been maintained. As s. 2 is limited by other Acts of Parliament, this must include s. 347
of the Criminal Code, which according to the Supreme Court of Canada in Garland v. Consumers’ Gas Co. “created Canada's first general anti-usury provision since
Confederation.” Before the enactment of s. 347, “lenders and borrowers enjoyed absolute freedom under federal law to agree upon any rate of interest, subject only to the
contractual restraints imposed at common or civil law and the special disclosure requirements arising under the Interest Act.”[14]
2. The Default Rate: Section 3
[7]Section 3 provides a default rate of 5 per cent. The provision applies “[w]henever any interest is payable by the agreement of parties or by law, and no rate is fixed by
the agreement or by law.” The default rate was originally established at 6 per cent in 1886 and had been derived from the Province of Canada statute of 1858.[15] The rate
was reduced to 5 per cent in 1900[16] and has remained unchanged since that time. Commentary from the case law suggests that Parliament chose 5 per cent as a reflection
of the financial conditions at the turn of the century.[17] The Alberta Court of Appeal in Bank of Nova Scotia v. Dunphy Leasing Enterprises Ltd. noted that in 1900
Province of Ontario bonds bore interest at 3.51% and that “an interest rate of 5% would appear to be in line with lending rates at financial institutions at that time.”[18]
[8] While s. 3 appears to have broad application, the utility of the section has been significantly reduced since it was initially enacted in 1886.[19] The Supreme Court of
Canada in British Pacific Properties Ltd. v. Province of B.C. concluded that s. 3 only applied “when there is no provision made in an applicable statute or in an agreement
and no mechanism is provided by which a rate can be fixed.”[20] Several courts have made use of contractual terms as an appropriate mechanism to calculate an interest
rate and thereby exclude the default rate. According to the Ontario Court of Appeal, even where the terms of the agreement do not provide for interest at any specified rate,
the default rate in s. 3 will not apply where the interest component of an instalment payment was “capable of precise calculation.”[21]
[9] Apart from private agreements, the default rate has potential scope to apply where “interest is payable… and no rate is fixed …law.” However, the growth of provincial
prejudgment interest legislation since the initial adoption of the Interest Act has limited the scope of this aspect of s. 3.[22] In the 1977 decision of Prince Albert Pulp Co.
v. Foundation of Canada Co. Martland J. concluded that where prejudgment interest is awarded under provincial law, “the rate which [the court] fixes is payable by law
and the rate is fixed by law. In such a case…section [s. 3] would not be applicable.”[23]
[10] In 1980, the Supreme Court further limited the scope of s. 3 in British Pacific Properties Ltd. v. Province of B.C.[24] In that case Laskin C.J. adopted a liberal
construction of the words “fixed by law”. This liberal interpretation included a rate fixed by statute or the fixing of a rate where the statute permits delegation. Laskin C.J.
concluded: “[w]hether a statute under which interest is payable… itself prescribes the rate or remits the award and the rate to a judge or to an adjudicator or adjudicative
agency or provides a rate formula, the rate arises under law and is, accordingly, fixed by law.”[25]
[11] The Ontario Court of Appeal in Pizzey Estate v. Crestwood Lake Ltd. recently summarized the underlying rationale in Prince Albert Pulp and British Pacific: “That
rationale is to narrow the scope of s. 3 to the rare case, if any, where a court or statutory body cannot legitimately award interest.”[26] These situations may be rare indeed.
Professor Waldron concludes that the expansion of prejudgment interest legislation and the Supreme Court jurisprudence may mean that a mechanism to fix an interest rate
could be found in “virtually every case in which a court or statutory body can legitimately award interest.”[27]
PART II: Mortgage Transactions
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[12] In 1880, Parliament enacted what were to become (as renumbered) s. 6 (mortgage disclosure), s. 8 (control of default rates) and s. 10 (5 year right of repayment). The
Bill that was finally produced was far from a coherent statute. In the concluding moments of the debates, a Senator urged the Senate not to “place a law upon the Statute
book which is not well digested.” The Bill was “crude and incoherent. Some of the best legal minds in this House disagree as to its effect.”[28] Another Senator concluded
that drafters of the Bill had produced something that “ordinary readers will never be able to understand.”[29]
1. Section 6: Mortgage Disclosure
(a) The Origins of Section 6
[13] For mortgage transactions, Parliament “wanted to ensure disclosure of something approaching the effective cost of a loan to the borrower.”[30] More specifically,
“spurious building and loan associations” had emerged and required blended payments as part of the mortgage terms.[31] In the House of Commons Edward Blake
explained that mortgages frequently adopted a method:
by which a particular amount, being but the principal and interest, are blended, and a fixed equal, annual re-payment, including principal and interest, is agreed for; it not
appearing on the mortgage what is the real rate of interest, and the calculation being so complicated as to be quite beyond the powers of ordinary borrowers. I regret to say
that by some…of these societies, deceptions have been practiced on borrowers….The advertisements have stated their rates of interest at moderate figures, but these
figures have been reached…by no proper calculation, by no honest process.[32]
[14] Blake reached the conclusion that mortgages should “contain a declaration of the amount really advanced, and of the rate of yearly interest to be paid; then the
borrower would know the true rate of interest.”[33]
(b) The Interpretation of Section 6
[15] Mortgages, which are being repaid on one of three separate repayment plans specified in the statute, are required to provide a “statement showing the amount of the
principal money and the rate of interest chargeable on that money, calculated yearly or half-yearly, not in advance.”[34] Without this disclosure the lender will not be able
to collect any interest. In accordance with Parliament’s original intention a number of cases have paid lip service to the overriding importance of disclosure.[35] In the
1917 decision of Canadian Mortgage Investment Co. v. Cameron the Alberta Court of Appeal stated:
The evil which the section aims to prevent is the imposition of an extortionate rate of interest through the medium of blended payments of principal and interest. Under this
system, without the protection which this section affords, a highly usurious rate of interest might be wrapped up in these innocent appearing blended payments without the
slightest suspicion on the part of an ignorant or careless borrower that he was being made the victim of it.[36]
[16] However, the reality is that underlying aim of disclosure has not been met given that most cases have restricted the scope of the application of s. 6.[37] The policy of
disclosure will have no effect where the section does not apply. Indeed the Supreme Court of Canada in the 1930 decision of London Loan & Savings Co. of Canada v.
Meagher urged a rather strict interpretation of s. 6:
As to all mortgages that fall within the description set out in section 6, the Act takes away from the mortgagee part of what the mortgagor has agreed to pay, and would be
obliged to pay, were it not for the Act. This results, quite irrespective of whether or not the terms are fair under the circumstances and have been agreed to by the mortgagor
with full knowledge and appreciation of their meaning and effect, and irrespective also of whether or not the mortgagor would be entitled to relief under the ordinary rules
of law. The application of the Act therefore must be confined to mortgages that come clearly within the description set out in the Act itself.[38]
[17] Further, the courts have grappled with the imprecise and obscure language of s. 6. In one of the first Supreme Court of Canada decisions on the Interest Act, Davies J.
observed that the provisions of ss. 6 and 7 “are carelessly drawn, and the language used somewhat ambiguous. It is not to be wondered at therefore that there has been
much difference of judicial opinion as to their meaning.”[39]
[18] Section 6 applies to three types of repayment plans that might conceal the true cost of credit: “(1) a sinking fund plan; (2) a plan under which the payments of
principal money and interest are blended; and (3) a plan that involves an allowance of interest on stipulated repayments.”[40] However, the case law does not provide clear
definitions for all of these plans. At least one court suggested: “It is not particularly helpful to attempt to define the three plans referred to in s. 6.”[41]
i) Sinking Fund Plan
[19] A sinking fund plan has not been the subject of consideration by the courts.[42] A sinking fund plan has been defined in one text as:
In some cases, the principal of a long-term investment may be repaid on the maturity date, but the interest is paid periodically when it is due. Since a long-term debt is
usually for a large amount, debtors often periodically deposit a sum of money in a fund, known as a sinking fund, in order to retire the principal on the maturity date.[43]
[20] The absence of case law suggests that a sinking fund plan is either rare or more likely to be utilized by corporate borrowers in transactions involving legal
representation where there are no problems relating to adequate disclosure.[44]
ii) Allowance of Interest on Stipulated Repayments
[21] A plan that involves “an allowance of interest on stipulated repayments” is also within s. 6 and thus requires disclosure. Although this type of plan has been
considered infrequently by the courts, case law consistently finds that the relevant mortgages are not within this type of repayment plan.[45] The court in Bowman v.
Denison[46] held that s. 6 did not apply but admitting however that “I am not sure that I know what is meant by the words ‘on any plan which involves the allowance of
interest on stipulated repayments’”.[47]
[22] The case law in this area has failed to provide any clear definition of “an allowance of interest on stipulated repayments.” However, one theme emerges. The courts
are reluctant to give a broad reading of this type of plan for fear that it would widen the scope of s. 6.[48] In Aston v. Zettler[49] the British Columbia Court of Appeal was
of the view that the allowance of interest had to be related to a payment or payments of principal. The provision did not apply to any amount sanctioned or permitted under
the mortgage since that would cover any interest payment. Similarly, this type of plan could not cover a mortgage involving compound interest since nearly every mortgage
contained such a clause. The Court concluded that all three plans in s. 6 involved periodic payments and interest payments in connection with instalments. However, with
respect to an allowance of interest on stipulated repayments the Court stated:
In my opinion the allowance of interest which gives rise to the application to this part of the section is an allowance which must relate to a stipulated repayment. A plan
involving allowances which apportion interest in relation to a repayment or repayments of principal would probably conceal from the borrower the real rate of interest
being exacted by such plans and offend the section…..[A]n interest only mortgage of this type does not fall within any of the three plans to which the section applies.[50]
iii) Blended Payments
[23] Much of the case law on s. 6 has focussed “on any plan under which the payments of principal money and interest are blended.” The objection to the blending of
principal and interest “is that a mortgagor may undertake an obligation to pay interest at a higher rate than he or she understands to be charged.”[51] However, the Supreme
Court of Canada has taken a restrictive view of the meaning of blended payments of principal and interest. In Kilgoran Hotels v. Samek the Court defined blended as
“mixed so as to be inseparable and indistinguishable.”[52] In this particular case principal and interest were “distinguished by the very wording” of the mortgage clause.
The Court observed that the “arithmetical calculation involved on each payment could scarcely be simpler.”[53]
[24] Professor Waldron suggests that Kilgoran provides courts with three methods for finding that a payment is not blended. First, where a mathematical calculation
permits the division of the payment into principal and interest. Second, where there is a repayment clause which distinguishes principal from interest “by a statement that
payments will be applied first to interest and then to principal.” Third, where the calculation of interest is “simple.”[54] The Supreme Court of Canada in Ferland v. Sun
Life Assurance Company of Canada[55] relied upon Kilgoran for the proposition that “principal and interest are blended only if the deed does not disclose the true rate of
interest.”[56] Several courts have since emphasized the mathematical calculation to find that a payment is not blended.[57]
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[25] The restrictive interpretation of blended payments has several implications for Parliament’s original intention. In 1880 Edward Blake lamented the fact that blended
mortgage payments required a “calculation being so complicated as to be quite beyond the powers of ordinary borrowers.”[58] However, the Kilgoran and Ferland
jurisprudence have undermined this original intention given that “even the most complex system of combining principal and interest components in a payment will not
qualify the payment as blended, as long as the information given allows the true rate to be computed.”[59] As a result the most common type of mortgage in Canada
(amortized mortgage with half-yearly compounding and fixed monthly payments containing an element of principal and an element of interest that changes each month)
“is probably not covered” by section 6.[60]
(c) What Must Be Disclosed
[26] What must be disclosed is far from understandable. If the mortgage falls within one of the three repayment plans above, s. 6 will apply and requires the mortgage to
contain “a statement showing the amount of the principal money and the rate of interest chargeable on that money, calculated yearly or half-yearly, not in advance.” Failure
to disclose will result in “no interest whatever shall be chargeable.” What actually must be disclosed has been the subject of much debate. In Standard Reliance Mortgage
Corp. v. Stubbs[61] the Supreme Court of Canada stated that the meaning of “‘the rate of interest chargeable thereon calculated yearly or half-yearly not in advance’ is not
perhaps altogether clear.”[62]
[27] As Professor Waldron notes, the mandated disclosure “does not tell the borrower the actual dollar cost of his loan, nor does it even necessarily disclose the effective
annual rate since the half-yearly equivalent may be (and traditionally is) used.” In standard cases the required disclosure under s. 6 does not even provide the borrower with
an indication of what portion of the payments will be applied to interest or principal and “unless he is relatively sophisticated, he will have considerable difficulty working
it out.”[63]
[28] The position of the borrower is further undermined by the case law on what must be disclosed. In Standard Reliance Corp v. Stubbs, Sir Charles Fitzpatrick concluded
that the “Act says nothing about enabling illiterate or inexperienced men to understand a calculation which requires a skilled actuary to understand and is beyond the
understanding of the majority of even educated men.”[64] He concluded that there was no obligation under the Act to set forth “all these calculations.” Perhaps more
significantly, Justice Anglin was willing to imply an annual compounding date even where the contract did not provide one. Further the Court was willing to imply that the
10 per cent interest rate was to be computed “not in advance” even though no express statement had been made to that effect.[65]
[29] Subsequent cases have taken up the majority view in Stubbs. In Weinberg v. Elliott Hotel (Toronto) Ltd.[66] the Ontario Court of Appeal concluded that it was not
necessary for the mortgage document to contain a “separate statement to comply verbatim with its terms or that the mortgage should contain the precise words ‘calculated
yearly or half-yearly not in advance.’”[67] Section 6 is complied with as long as the rate of interest is specified despite the fact that “yearly” or “half-yearly” and “not in
advance” are omitted.[68]
[30] The disclosure provisions have been further weakened by the practice of lump sum administration fees or bonuses.[69] A mortgage with a stated interest rate plus a
lump sum bonus makes it difficult for the borrower to calculate the true cost of the loan and makes it very difficult to make effective comparisons between prospective
lenders.[70] In London Loan and Savings Co. v. Trans-Canada Theatres Ltd. (Liquidator of)[71] the court concluded that a $3000 bonus was separate from the mortgage
and enforceable. London Loan has been subsequently applied in a number of cases.[72] Professor Waldron concludes that the practice of allowing bonuses outside the
disclosure regime “has defeated one of the most useful purposes of the section.”[73] Since interest does not include bonuses the disclosed rate may be manipulated by
adding bonuses and thus keeping the disclosed rate at “an attractively lower level.”[74]
2. Penalties, Fines, and Increased Interest on Default: Section 8
a) Origins of s. 8[75]
[31] Section 8 only applies to mortgages.[76] In general s. 8 will preclude the lender from increasing the rate of interest on default. Parliament enacted the provision at a
time when the courts were still developing contract law jurisprudence dealing with default provisions.[77] Further, the origins of s. 8 clearly pre-date the development of
unconscionability doctrines and unconscionability legislation.[78] Parliament in 1880 had a clear idea of the abusive lending practices which it aimed to cure. Section 8
was designed to preclude the imposition of fines and penalties where the borrower was in arrears as well as preventing a lender from increasing the rate of interest on
default.[79] Blake noted that building societies had been able to extract “large fines for arrears, under rules unknown to…those who borrow from them, to the oppression,
in many cases of the borrower.”[80] A lender would tell a “borrowing farmer that you are charging him 10 per cent; but under your rules, of which he knows or
understands nothing, in case he makes default, he is called on to pay you 1 per cent a month, or 12 per cent a year.”[81] Blake concluded that “neither party should gain by
defaults; but that the same rate of charge should be exacted on arrears as was stipulated for on the loan.”[82]
b) The Interpretation of Section 8
[32] Section 8 has been raised as a defence to a wide range of mortgage terms “providing for interest payments, bonuses, options for early payment, and waivers of interest
charges.”[83] Although there is extensive case law on s. 8, the British Columbia Court of Appeal, in Reliant Capital Ltd. v. Silverdale Development Corp., concluded that
“the only thing on which the courts seem to agree is the difficulty of construing the language of s. 8 in the context of the modern commercial world.”[84]
[33]A number of courts have emphasized the overriding purposes of providing relief for a borrower when faced with an increased interest charge or penalty on default.[85]
In Construction St-Hillaire Ltée. v. Immeubles Fournier Inc.[86] the Supreme Court of Canada stressed that s. 8 applies not only to interest but also to any fines or
penalties. The intention of s. 8 is to “prohibit recovery of any form of additional payment.”[87]
[34] In Langley Lo-Cost Builders Ltd. v. 474835 B.C. Ltd. the British Columbia Court of Appeal concluded that s. 8 was intended “to protect borrowers against penalties
and oppression at the hands of a ruthless lender.”[88] Since s. 8 relates only to mortgages, in Reliant the British Columbia Court of Appeal concluded that the purpose of s.
8 was to:
protect the owners of real estate from interest or other charges that would make it impossible for owners to redeem, or to protect their equity. If an owner were already in
default…a still higher rate or greater charge on the arrears would render foreclosure all but inevitable.[89]
[35] Unlike s. 6, courts have been more willing to find non-compliance with s. 8. The cases “indicate that the courts have had little difficulty finding a violation of s. 8” in
situations of “evident or direct” instances of fines, penalties or an increased interest rate.[90] Courts have applied s. 8 to prevent the lender from relying on a clause which
allows increased interest rates[91] or charges, such as a bonus (i.e. requiring the payment of three months interest)[92] on default. Bonus charges or increased interest rates
have also been excluded even after the maturity of the mortgage.[93] Monthly non-payment charges have been held to offend s. 8.[94]
[36] The courts have also had to consider whether a mortgage providing for 10 per cent both before and after maturity, but providing for a waiver of interest if the principal
is paid before the due date is a penalty and thus prohibited by s. 8. One line of reasoning suggests that in the case of default, 10 per cent is due under the agreement and
thus there is no penalty. Another line of reasoning looks at the substance of the transaction and concludes that the mortgage produces a higher rate of interest when there is
a default compared to a non-default situation.[95] It was this second line of reasoning which the court in Re Weirdale Investments Ltd. and Canadian Imperial Bank of
Commerce[96] adopted to find a breach of s. 8. However, not all cases have adopted this line of reasoning.[97]
[37] Although the courts have demonstrated a willingness to utilize s. 8, there is also a recognition that the parties should have some freedom to structure their transactions
and not every challenge under s. 8 has been successful. Some courts have emphasized that the starting point is freedom of contract under s. 2 and that s. 8 is an exception to
that general principle.[98] Further, the British Columbia Court of Appeal in Reliant concluded that a “strict or narrow interpretation of s. 8 is required, so long as that
interpretation does not frustrate or impair the overall purpose of the legislation.”[99]
[38] A number of courts have found that s. 8 will have no application in the context of mortgage that provides for no interest[100] before default but stipulates a rate of
interest after maturity and after default.[101] Further, s. 8 will have no application where a borrower seeks an early discharge and is faced with a demand for a sum
representing legal costs and lost future income.[102] Similarly a clause which requires the payment of a bonus equal to three months interest as a pre-payment charge does
not offend s. 8.[103]
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[39] Fees charged to renegotiate a loan whereby the lender increases the loan facility are not regarded as a fine or penalty under s. 8.[104] Loan renewal fees, which are
required to obtain an extension, have been held not to breach s. 8.[105] Loan processing and administrative fees do not breach s. 8 when properly assessed within the
context of the commercial transaction.[106] Further, a clause requiring the debtor to reimburse the creditor’s extra-judicial legal fees does not violate s. 8.[107] A mortgage
that provides for an increase of an interest rate after the passage of time does not impose a penalty or fine. The change in rate is not linked to default.[108]
[40] Perhaps the willingness of courts to find that s. 8 does not apply in many situations may be explained by the “inventive drafting”[109] of solicitors who have sought to
avoid the application of the provision in light of the case law. One of these techniques, which has been gaining acceptance, provides for an increased interest rate shortly
before the maturity of the loan. In Langley Lo-Cost Builders Ltd. v. 474835 B.C. Ltd. the solicitors involved in the transaction specifically amended the loan documentation
to avoid possible problems with s. 8. The amended mortgage provided that no interest would be paid until three days before closing and thereafter at prime plus 3 per cent.
The British Columbia Court of Appeal concluded that the “arrangement was entirely fair and carried none of the stench of coercion, intimidation or penalty.”[110]
[41] The case law reveals a tension on how s. 8 should be interpreted. In T.D. Trust Co. v. Guinness[111] Tysoe J. asked where one should draw the line in deciding
whether there was a contravention of s. 8. “In my view, the line should be drawn between interest provisions which are intended to extract a higher rate of interest in the
event of default and interest provisions which have a legitimate commercial purpose.”[112] However, the more recent British Columbia Court of Appeal decision in
Reliant has clearly rejected the “legitimate commercial purpose test” as an “unnecessary and unhelpful gloss on s. 8.”[113] The Court feared that one might always be able
to find a legitimate commercial purpose for measures which sought to compensate the lender for a high-risk loan.[114]
3. Repayment Rights: Section 10
a) Origins of s. 10
[42] Section 10, which provides for a repayment right after 5 years, was Parliament’s response to the prevailing practice in 1880 of long term mortgages. It was
commercial practice to draft mortgages with long terms that matched the amortization period.[115] In the House of Commons, Edward Blake set out the borrower’s
problem:
Some loan societies issue loans repayable at a great interval of time, sometimes at fifteen and twenty years…..[I]t is liable to abuse…[I]t sometimes happens also that long
before the end of the term the borrower finds himself no longer in want of the money; he would repay it; but he is nevertheless burdened with the payment of interest….He
has to pay an enormous premium for the privilege of repayment in advance, a premium of which he would have no adequate conception from the representations made to
him.[116]
[43] Blake concluded that since the opportunities for deception were so great that “whatever the length of the loan, the borrower might, after the term of say five or seven
years, repay the principal and interest to the date of payment, on six months’ notice, or by paying six months’ interest, and so discharge the loan.”[117] By the time the
debates moved to the Senate the proposed section provided for a 5 year repayment right. “[A]fter a mortgage runs for a period of five years, the mortgagor may, if he
chooses, pay up the mortgage by paying three months’ interest in advance.”[118]
[44] By 1890, however, Parliament recognized that the provision should not apply to mortgage transactions involving corporate borrowers and in that year subsection (2)
was added to limit the scope of s. 10 to individual borrowers.[119] Section 10 had created difficulties for corporate borrowers in obtaining long term financing. With the
adoption of s. 10 in 1880 lenders were reluctant to provide a long term mortgage when corporate borrowers had the statutory right to repay after five years even though the
mortgage was closed. Section 10(2) was designed to help re-establish the long term mortgage market for corporate borrowers.[120]
(b) The Interpretation of Section 10
[45] Under s. 10(1) if there is a mortgage of a term of more than five years, after five years the borrower may tender principal and interest together with three months
interest in lieu of notice. Where such tender occurs no further interest is chargeable or recoverable. The practical result of s. 10(1), as it was originally envisioned, was that
all mortgages after five years became open and gave the borrower an unrestricted right to pre-pay.[121] However, lending practices have significantly changed since 1880.
As noted by the Alberta Law Reform Institute, “today the commercial reality is short-term mortgages with long amortization periods.”[122] With the advent of unstable
rates lenders moved to shorter terms of six months to 5 years. At the end of the short term the lender often expected or required a renewal for another short term period.
[123]
[46] If s. 10(1) was originally designed to deal with the problem of long term mortgages, does it have any role to play in the context of short term mortgages? What is the
effect of an extension or a renewal? The Supreme Court of Canada in Potash v. Royal Trust Co.[124] redefined the purpose of s. 10 and found a new role for the provision
to play in the context of renewals and extensions:
While there is no doubt that the legislature at the time it enacted s. 10 did so in light of the commercial practices of the day, I do not believe that this precludes the court
from giving it an interpretation consonant with today's commercial reality if such an interpretation is equally compatible with the legislative language. In the late nineteenth
century when the section was first enacted the term of a mortgage and its amortization period coincided. Today this is seldom the case, most residential mortgages being
for less than five years but amortized over twenty or thirty years. This was a situation not envisaged by legislatures in the 1880s and 1890s.[125]
[47] The Court concluded that the purpose of s. 10(1) “is to ensure that mortgagors have the right to pay off their mortgages at the end of each five-year period. They
cannot be ‘locked in’ for more than five years.”[126] However, when that five year period began and ended depended on the original term of the mortgage, and whether
and how it was renewed.
[48] The Court established that where there is a mortgage term which exceeds five years (the original 1880 problem) the mortgagor will have the right to pay off the
mortgage at the end of five years. Similarly where there is a mortgage term of five years or less and there is an extension of that mortgage (without altering the date of the
original mortgage) the five year period will begin from the date of the original mortgage.
[49] However, in the Potash scenario where the mortgagor has not exercised his or her s. 10(1) rights and enters into a “renewal” (the terms of which deem the date of the
original mortgage to be the date of maturity) the mortgagor cannot pay off the mortgage until the end of the five year renewal period.[127] In summarizing Potash the
Ontario Court of Appeal stated: “[s]imply put, the Court held that a renewal or extension agreement effectively re-dates the mortgage so as to commence another locked in
period of up to five years.”[128] Thus re-dating the mortgage through a renewal starts the five year period again. An initial five year mortgage which is renewed for a
further five years will not permit the borrower to pay of the mortgage until the end of the five year renewal period.[129]
[50] Section 10(1) is limited by s. 10(2) which provides that “nothing in this section applies to any mortgage on real property given by a joint stock company or other
corporation….” Section 10(2) however, has provided another source of litigation. The Ontario Court of Appeal in Litowitz v. Standard Life Assurance Co. (Trustee of)[130]
recognized that while s. 10(1) and the right of prepayment represented a limit on the freedom of contract, s. 10(2) reflected a “legislative choice that freedom of contract
should govern where a mortgage is given by a company.”[131] The court was aware of the potential danger to the lending markets if subsection (1) applied broadly as it
would create significant risks for lenders who would be deterred from providing long term mortgages.[132]
[51] Robins J.A. noted that the exclusion in s. 10(2) is not based upon the distinction between “commercial” and “consumer mortgages”. The exemption “granted by
subsection 2 must be determined by reference to the identity of the mortgagor and not by reference to the nature or purpose of the mortgage.”[133] An individual obtaining
a mortgage for commercial purposes would be able to utilize the s. 10(1) prepayment rights. Conversely a corporation will not have a statutory right of pre-payment
notwithstanding that the mortgage was obtained for a non-commercial purpose.[134] Thus a non-profit corporation does not have a statutory right of prepayment although
it has a non-profit and charitable purpose.[135]
[52] The very scope of the s.10(2) exemption was at issue in the three appeals before the Court in Litowitz. Does the exemption clause apply when the corporate mortgagor
is a nominee or trustee for a non-corporate beneficial owner? Which identity prevailed in looking to s. 10(2): the corporate mortgagor or the individual beneficial owner?
In the first two appeals the Court held that the exemption did not apply notwithstanding that individuals were beneficial owners of the property. What was relevant was the
identity of the mortgagor. As the mortgagor was a corporation the exemption did not apply. In the third appeal, there was an individual co-mortgagor with a corporate
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mortgagor. The individual’s right of prepayment was valid and not extinguished by the existence of a corporate co-mortgagor. The individual was able to rely upon s. 10(1)
regardless of the purpose of the loan.[136]
Part III: Non-Mortgage Loans and s. 4 Disclosure
a) Origins of s. 4
[53] Section 4 was the last major component added to the Interest Act. Passed in 1897,[137] s. 4 provides for a disclosure regime for non-mortgage loans. Where any
interest is, by the terms of a written contract, made payable for a period of less than a year, no interest exceeding the default rate of 5 per cent per annum shall be
chargeable unless “the contract contains an express statement of the yearly rate or percentage of interest to which such other rate or percentage is equivalent.” The default
rate of 5 per cent has not been altered since 1900.[138]
[54] The Parliamentary debates in 1897 reveal numerous references to interest rates being charged on a daily or weekly basis. The Solicitor General set out the aim of the
Bill:
The object is to prevent people from charging so much interest for a short time, for instance a day or a week or a month, without the person who is undertaking to borrow
the money and pay the interest knowing the exact nature of the obligation he has contracted.[139]
[55] The weekly or daily rates made it difficult for the borrower to understand the true cost of the loan:
[I]t is a covert act on the part of the building society which have the rate of interest so covered up that it is almost impossible for an educated man, an actuary and bank
manager to understand the rate of interest these societies are charging.[140]
[56] Not all Members of Parliament agreed that the Bill would be an effective disclosure regime. One Senator questioned whether a borrower would understand a per
annum rate any better than a daily, weekly, or monthly rate.[141] One Member of Parliament described the Bill as a “piece of rather useless legislation.”[142] Another
Member warned that “this law will be evaded every time and that the borrower will be practically left where he is.”[143]
(b) The Interpretation of Section 4
[57] Numerous courts have emphasized the importance of disclosure,[144] however, there is an underlying disagreement in the case law as to whether s. 4 should be
restricted to the protection of consumers or whether it should also cover sophisticated borrowers. The Alberta Court of Appeal was of the view that s. 4 “seems to
recognize that ordinary consumers might be misled into binding themselves to excessive rates of interest through ignorance of the multiplying effects of a rate quoted
monthly or weekly.”[145] The Supreme Court of Canada also emphasized the consumer aspect of s. 4. In V.K. Mason Construction v. Bank of Nova Scotia, Wilson J.
concluded that s. 4 is “consumer protection law in the sense that, with respect to loans other than real estate mortgages, consumers are entitled to know the annual rate of
interest they are paying.”[146] The sophisticated borrower in Mason was in “scant need of protection by being informed of his rate of interest at the annual, rather than the
360-day, rate.”[147]
[58] The Ontario Court of Appeal in Elcano Acceptance Corp. v. Richmond, Richmond, Stambler & Mills did not accept this proposition. The Court concluded that s. 4
“must be construed as applying to all borrowers regardless of the degree of sophistication.”[148] However, in a subsequent case the Ontario Court of Appeal was of the
view that Wilson J.’s interpretation should prevail and that the Act should be confined to consumer protection.[149] Although the wording of s. 4 does not distinguish
between consumer and commercial borrowers, whether s. 4 should protect consumers as well as sophisticated borrowers continues to remain an issue with recent decisions
reaching opposite conclusions.[150]
[59] The courts have demonstrated a willingness to rely upon s. 4 to impose a 5 per cent interest rate where there has not been proper disclosure (usually in the event of a
monthly interest rate).[151] Indeed the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal emphasized that where s. 4 applied the default rate of 5 per cent “cannot be avoided merely because
the party to whom the money is owed suffers damage as a consequence of the enforced application of this rate.”[152] However, limitations of the section itself and the case
law have undermined Parliament’s original intention of an understandable disclosure regime.[153]
[60] Although s. 4 would appear to have broad application to all kinds of non-mortgage loans the case law has found a number of exceptions which restrict the scope of the
provision. Thus it has been held that where the contract provides for interest expressed in terms of a lump sum dollar amount rather than a percentage the Act does not
apply since the contract did not contain a rate of interest.[154] Where interest is set out as a lump sum and included in the principal s. 4 will not apply.[155] Although the
lump sum total payments contain a built in component for interest there is “no specification of a rate or percentage of interest for any period of less than one year” and thus
s. 4 has no application.[156] Ironically, where the borrower is faced with a lump sum payment, including hidden interest charges that may be impossible to calculate, the
Act will not apply.[157]
[61] Section 4 does not apply where there is no “interest”. In Mitsui & Co. Ltd. v. Ocelot Industries Ltd.[158] the Alberta Court of Appeal considered whether overdue
invoices bearing the rate of 1.5% per month were governed by s. 4. The Court concluded s. 4 did not apply to the overdue invoice. It drew a distinction between a charge
arising for a loan or forbearance of a debt and a stipulation for a pre-assessment of damages by the parties. Although both categories might be expressed in the form of an
interest rate, the Court concluded that only the first category qualified as interest under s. 4. In the first category the parties agree that a loan is to be extended in return for
the payment of interest. In this particular case, the monthly rate of 1.5% was not interest on a loan but rather a pre-assessment of damages and thus not interest for the
purpose of s. 4. This distinction has been followed in subsequent Alberta cases.[159]
[62] The Mitsui distinction however has not been followed in other jurisdictions.[160] A recent Saskatchewan Court of Appeal decision has refused to follow the Mitsui
distinction concluding that “when a word such as ‘interest’ is used, one must take its full and usual meaning.”[161] The Ontario courts have not accepted the Mitsui
principle with the most recent decision concluding that s. 4 will apply to the following scenarios: (i) where money is borrowed; (ii) where goods or services have been
provided for but not yet paid for; (iii) where the damages for non-performance are quantified by a rate of interest.[162] A recent Saskatchewan Court of Appeal also
suggests a broader functional approach to the definition of interest for purposes of s. 4. The Court concluded that a term which provided for a “service charge of 1.5%
compounded monthly” did not comply with s. 4. The fact that “it was called a service charge rather than interest cannot change the substance of the provision which
required the payment of interest.”[163]
(c) What must be disclosed?
[63] Section 4 requires that all contracts must contain an “express statement of the yearly rate or percentage of interest to which such other rate or percentage is
equivalent.” Perhaps one of the most controversial aspects of what must be disclosed arose in Bank of Nova Scotia v. Dunphy Leasing.[164] In Dunphy interest was set at
3/4% per annum over the Bank’s prime lending rate. Interest was calculated and payable monthly. At trial the judge held that s. 4 applied since the contracts required
monthly payments of interest. The trial court imposed the default rate of 5%. The Court of Appeal overturned the ruling of the lower court holding that s. 4 did not apply.
Fraser J.A. concluded that “what would be required to trigger s. 4 is not the fact that interest is required to be paid monthly. Section 4 applies only if interest is made
payable at a monthly rate or at any rate for any other period of less than a year.”[165] Section 4 did not apply since the contracts did not specify a rate of interest for a
period of less than one year. The Bank could rely upon its contractual interest rate.
[64] If Parliament intended borrowers to be able to understand the true cost of loans without a financial expert surely this aspect of the Interest Act has been a failure. Does
s. 4 require the disclosure of a nominal rate or the effective annual rate? Thus if a contract provides for 2% per month would disclosure of a 24% nominal rate suffice? As
the Alberta Court of Appeal noted in Bank of Nova Scotia v. Dunphy Leasing[166] the nominal rate by itself tells the borrower “almost nothing.” In order to compute the
actual interest on the loan the borrower would need to know “the frequency of the period of calculation of interest, the frequency of payment of interest, whether interest is
to be calculated in advance, and whether the lender has the right to compound interest.”[167] Even with all of this information the Court of Appeal questioned “whether the
average borrower would have the vaguest idea how to use the information to calculate the real costs of a loan.”[168]
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[65] Alternatively does the section require the disclosure of the equivalent effective annual rate which takes into account compounding? Thus the equivalent effective rate
in the 2% monthly rate is 26.8% annually.[169] If Dunphy reduces one’s confidence in a nominal rate so too does Winkler J.’s discussion of the effective annual rate in
Canadian Tire Acceptance Ltd. Card Holders v. Canadian Tire Acceptance Corp.[170] In Canadian Tire the monthly rate was 2.4% leading to a 32.9% effective annual
rate. However, Winkler J. noted that the 32.9% rate assumed that no payments had been made during the year. Given this assumption “the effective annual rate of interest
of 32.9% is no more than a theoretical abstraction…Conceptually, to assert this effective rate as an equivalent is a denial of the reality of credit cards and revolving
credit.”[171] Winkler J. concluded that the insertion of an effective annual rate in an agreement would be impossible. The effective rate of interest for each customer would
vary.
[66] The case law on whether the effective annual rate or nominal rate is required is inconsistent. The Alberta Court of Appeal in Dunphy, although criticizing the nominal
rate, expressly refrained from answering the question of what kind of rate must be disclosed. Some cases have suggested that a statement of a nominal rate will be
sufficient disclosure for purposes of s. 4. Thus the British Columbia Court of Appeal in Nedco (1975) Ltd. v. Eades Electric Ltd. [172] concluded that where a 2% monthly
rate was set the disclosure of a 24% annual rate was adequate to comply with s. 4 even though counsel agreed that the rate as compounded was 26.8%.
[67] The distinct views of the trial judge and the Ontario Court of Appeal in Elcano Acceptance Ltd. v. Richmond, Richmond, Stambler and Mills[173] demonstrate the
confusions that surround the calculation of periodic interest. The trial judge stated that:
if a debtor is so lacking in mathematical knowledge that he cannot appreciate that 2% per month is the equivalent of 24% per annum, then he is so probably lacking
mathematical concepts that he does not know that 100% equals a whole, and will not realize what a large portion 24% is of that whole.
[68] The Court of Appeal however concluded that “to simply multiply the 2% by twelve months and show 24% as an annual rate would not correctly describe the true
annual rate intended. The annual rate of interest when compounded monthly would be 26.8% per annum.”[174] Other courts have suggested that the overriding intention of
the parties should govern as to whether a nominal or effective rate is to be disclosed.[175]
[69] In Canadian Tire Acceptance Ltd. Card Holders v. Canadian Tire Acceptance Corp.[176] Justice Winkler specifically addressed whether s. 4 required a nominal or
effective rate. The card holders argued that to comply with s. 4 the effective rate of interest must be disclosed. Here the agreements contained a nominal rate of interest.
Winkler J. held that the nominal rate of interest is an equivalent rate of interest for purposes of s. 4 and was an acceptable measure of disclosure. In reaching his conclusion
Winkler J. rejected the 1897 Parliamentary debates as a source of interpretation noting that the role of credit in society had changed “dramatically.”
If, in this age of credit cards and the notion of revolving credit, the plaintiffs wish to address that which they perceive to be a social ill in the area of consumer protection by
requiring stipulation of effective rates of interest, they must do this through legislative means rather than through the application of an aged statute which, when given its
plain meaning, cannot redress their concerns.[177]
[70] Most recently the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal concluded that the term “2% per month or 24% per annum (26.8% effective rate)” complied with s. 4. Without
expressly showing a preference for the nominal or effective rate the court concluded that the credit agreement provided for a stated annual interest rate of 24% and that to
give meaning to the words “26.8% effective rate” the entire interest phrase had to be read “constructively.”[178]
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